
[18/05/2022, 21:17:36] Insta verification:  Messages and calls are end-to-end 
encrypted. No one outside of this chat, not even WhatsApp, can read or listen to
them.
[18/05/2022, 21:17:36]  Nazeel created group “Insta verification”
[18/05/2022, 21:17:37]  Nazeel added you
[18/05/2022, 21:19:53] Nazeel: Hi James,

Meet my elder brother Rayyan Syed and is managing your Instagram account for 
Blue Badge verification
[18/05/2022, 21:20:48] James: Hi guys, okay great

  [18/05/2022, 21:25:18] +91 96528 16263: Hi James

  [18/05/2022, 21:25:20] +91 96528 16263: Rayyan here

  [18/05/2022, 21:25:34] +91 96528 16263: I am looking into your profile for 
verificaton.

  [18/05/2022, 21:26:39] +91 96528 16263: We investigated your profile yesterday 
and we are in the process of removing fake followers

  [18/05/2022, 21:26:50] +91 96528 16263: to make the account look genuine.
[18/05/2022, 21:27:08] James: Okay that’s fine

  [18/05/2022, 21:27:13] +91 96528 16263: The engagement rate  of the posts is low

  [18/05/2022, 21:27:35] +91 96528 16263: So I request you to use good number of 
hashtags for better reach and engagement

  [18/05/2022, 21:28:08] +91 96528 16263: or you can give us the post that you 
want to post, we will do with trending hash tags

  [18/05/2022, 21:28:20] +91 96528 16263: that can boost the engagement
[18/05/2022, 21:28:33] James: Okay

   [19/05/2022, 09:32:43] +91 96528 16263: details required.docx  document omitted

  [19/05/2022, 09:33:10] +91 96528 16263: @447813079391 Please fill and send these
details back
 [19/05/2022, 12:13:58] James: details required.docx •  1 page  document omitted
[19/05/2022, 12:28:25] Nazeel: Okay
 [20/05/2022, 11:02:38] James:  image omitted
[20/05/2022, 11:02:45] James: Hi, was this you guys?
[20/05/2022, 11:31:51] Nazeel: Yes Bro
[20/05/2022, 11:32:13] James: Okay

   [21/05/2022, 10:55:14] +91 96528 16263: GP Monaco .pdf •  5 pages  document 
omitted

  [21/05/2022, 10:55:27] +91 96528 16263: If at all you are interested

  [21/05/2022, 11:31:26] +91 96528 16263: @447813079391 please claim your Google 
Knowledge Panel 
https://www.google.com/search?kgmid=/g/11s1r70xv7&hl=en-IN&q=James+Cuthbert&kgs=
021d38f567c0e621&shndl=0&source=sh/x/kp/1&entrypoint=sh/x/kp

  [21/05/2022, 11:31:48] +91 96528 16263: Add your picture and social media links
[21/05/2022, 11:32:55] James: Okay, I probably won’t be able to do that until 
Monday, but if I can do it sooner will let you know
[21/05/2022, 11:35:01] Nazeel: If possible please do it now.
[21/05/2022, 11:39:10] James: Will try
 [21/05/2022, 11:41:01] James:  image omitted
[21/05/2022, 11:41:14] James: What answer do I put in there

  [21/05/2022, 11:50:49] +91 96528 16263:  This message was deleted.

  [21/05/2022, 11:54:07] +91 96528 16263: You should write the exact information 
why you need it.
You are claiming it because it belongs to you.
Tell google that you are the real personality
[21/05/2022, 11:57:27] James: So should I just say this:
[21/05/2022, 11:57:30] James: I am claiming this knowledge panel because it 
belongs to me, I am the real James Cuthbert and I require this for my work and 



profession.

  [21/05/2022, 12:38:49] +91 96528 16263: Yes

  [21/05/2022, 19:08:40] +91 96528 16263: @447813079391 Did you claim your panel?
Submitted proofs?
[21/05/2022, 19:25:23] James: Tomorrow I can

  [21/05/2022, 19:29:07] +91 96528 16263: Okay

  [21/05/2022, 20:10:49] +91 96528 16263: If possible please claim with an email 
id that you can share with us.
We will do the editing if needed
[21/05/2022, 20:11:28] James: Will do tomorrow

  [22/05/2022, 20:40:24] +91 96528 16263: Did you claim your panel?

   [23/05/2022, 07:44:39] +91 96528 16263: Tags.txt  document omitted
[23/05/2022, 09:10:10] James: Yes I’ve submitted the claim on the knowledge 
panel
[23/05/2022, 09:10:27] James: What am I meant to do with that text document?

  [23/05/2022, 09:10:40] +91 96528 16263: Please use these tags whenever you post
[23/05/2022, 09:14:08] James: Have we got any idea of an ETA yet until we can 
get the verification?

  [23/05/2022, 09:14:57] +91 96528 16263: We are making sure that your profile is 
a perfect fit for Verification and we are doing the necessary things to improve 
it.

  [23/05/2022, 09:15:05] +91 96528 16263: It might take 1-2 weeks more.
[23/05/2022, 09:15:18] James: Okay
[23/05/2022, 14:39:06] James: Sent from my iPhone

On 23 May 2022, at 13:42, The Google Search Team <search-noreply@google.com> 
wrote:

 
You've claimed your knowledge panel on Google
                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                  
Google
Verified
Hello James Cuthbert,
Your account is now verified and your knowledge panel on Google has been 
claimed.
Visit your account page
To get the latest news and updates about your knowledge panel, please sign up 
for emails.

Have questions?
Learn more in our Help Center or contact us.

You have received this message to update you about important changes to Google 
Search Platform or your account.
Google
© 2022 Google LLC 1600 Amphitheatre
Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043

�[23/05/2022, 14:39:21] James: So it’s been claimed 
[23/05/2022, 14:59:05] Nazeel: Hi James,
Will you please show us screenshot?
[23/05/2022, 15:00:22] James: Yes of what the email or me logged in
 [23/05/2022, 15:00:26] James:  image omitted
[23/05/2022, 15:01:54] Nazeel: logged in



 [23/05/2022, 15:26:03] James:  image omitted
[23/05/2022, 15:26:08] James: Like that?
[23/05/2022, 15:30:16] Nazeel: Yes,

  [23/05/2022, 20:16:47] +91 96528 16263: @James keep posting everyday on IG. 
Kindly be active untill you get verified
[23/05/2022, 20:25:44] James: I don’t think I’ll be able to post every day, I 

�won’t have enough content  I can try and post every few days though if that’s 
good enough?

  [23/05/2022, 20:41:24] +91 96528 16263: Hmm... Just post anything that you come 
across. Or post some entrepreneur idioms or quotes with your pic and hashtags

  [23/05/2022, 21:03:23] +91 96528 16263: KIndly be active on Instagram. This will
help you get verified easily.
[23/05/2022, 21:09:54] James: Okay, I’ll try my best

   [24/05/2022, 18:04:20] +91 96528 16263:  image omitted

  [24/05/2022, 18:04:45] +91 96528 16263: @447813079391 how are you getting 
followers?

  [24/05/2022, 18:04:55] +91 96528 16263: Also the engagement is 0
[24/05/2022, 18:07:07] James: I bought a load ages ago from SMMLeader from BHW, 
but my order is finished, so I have no idea why I’m still getting new followers

  [25/05/2022, 18:13:10] +91 96528 16263: Most of the followers are from Hookup 
sites

  [25/05/2022, 18:23:11] +91 96528 16263: Your activity is low, you have to 
increase it. Either you can do it by hiring someone who can post and engage or I
can hire someone to do it.
[25/05/2022, 18:51:52] James: How do I increase it, just buy posting daily with 
the tags you sent me?
[25/05/2022, 18:52:29] James: That’s annoying about the followers, they were 

� meant to be real ♂

  [25/05/2022, 18:53:10] +91 96528 16263: Keep posting your photos and your videos

  [25/05/2022, 18:53:14] +91 96528 16263: and engage on them

  [25/05/2022, 18:53:19] +91 96528 16263: or post captions

  [25/05/2022, 19:07:22] +91 96528 16263: We are almost done. The only thing we 
lack is your activity and engagement. Its very important.
Kindly read this 
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/how-to-get-verified-on-instagram/
[25/05/2022, 19:11:02] James: Okay I’ll start posting from tomorrow morning with
the tags you said

  [25/05/2022, 19:53:55] +91 96528 16263: 2 posts per day please

  [25/05/2022, 19:58:34] +91 96528 16263: 
https://www.laweekly.com/james-cuthbert-a-force-to-be-reckoned-with-in-the-field
-of-information-and-technology/
https://www.influencive.com/james-cuthbert-a-british-entrepreneur-and-founder-of
-uk-leading-it-company-tetrabyte/
https://london-post.co.uk/meet-james-cuthbert-the-prominent-information-and-tech
nology-genius-and-entrepreneur/
https://goodmenproject.com/business-ethics-2/james-cuthbert-a-british-entreprene
ur-and-founder-of-uk-leading-it-company-tetrabyte/
https://www.villagevoice.com/2022/05/20/getting-to-know-james-cuthbert-the-ceo-o
f-tetrabyte/
https://everipedia.org/wiki/lang_en/james-cuthbert

  [25/05/2022, 19:58:50] +91 96528 16263: @james you have been covered here and 
more press coming about you
[25/05/2022, 19:58:51] Nazeel: That's awesome

  [25/05/2022, 20:01:15] +91 96528 16263: Please post these press contents along 
with screenshots to your profile with images

  [25/05/2022, 20:01:25] +91 96528 16263: interact with your followers



  [25/05/2022, 20:01:31] +91 96528 16263: engage with them
[25/05/2022, 20:02:08] Nazeel: You can use these Press on stories and keep it is
as highlights

  [25/05/2022, 20:02:30] +91 96528 16263: post them with the tags that I gave you

  [26/05/2022, 19:07:34] +91 96528 16263: @447813079391 did you start posting and 
engagement ?
[26/05/2022, 21:00:22] Nazeel: @919652816263 Bro please proceed to increase 
engagement as JC Superstar agreed to pay some extra funds of about $200.

  [26/05/2022, 21:01:39] +91 96528 16263: Okay

  [26/05/2022, 21:02:38] +91 96528 16263: @447813079391 I need your pictures and 
videos
[26/05/2022, 21:04:44] James: How many?

  [27/05/2022, 14:45:37] +91 96528 16263: As many as you can and videos

  [27/05/2022, 19:48:45] +91 96528 16263: @447813079391 please send we are waiting
[28/05/2022, 22:58:07] James: Shall I email them?
[29/05/2022, 03:58:41] Nazeel: Yes you can
[30/05/2022, 10:02:18] James: Just sent a wetransfer link to your email address 
with some photos. One of the people with me in the photos is a famous business 
person from a UK television show called Dragons Den, I left a web link as to who
he is in there.
[30/05/2022, 10:03:20] Nazeel: Thank you... I will have a look
[30/05/2022, 10:10:53] Nazeel: Hi JC SuperStar,

Need more photos
[30/05/2022, 10:22:31] James: Just emailed another one, but I’m starting to run 
out of photos

  [01/06/2022, 20:03:00] +91 96528 16263: @447813079391 you got covered here 
https://www.livemint.com/brand-stories/a-look-at-the-background-of-james-cuthber
t-an-it-mentor-and-facilitator-11654000324305.html

  [01/06/2022, 20:03:11] +91 96528 16263: Just found it when googling about you
[01/06/2022, 20:05:05] James: That’s good right lol

  [01/06/2022, 20:05:40] +91 96528 16263: Yeah. You are popular now
[01/06/2022, 20:49:58] James: So when do we think we can get the account 
verified now?

  [02/06/2022, 16:58:07] +91 96528 16263: We are working on your activity and then
we will apply for Verification.

  [02/06/2022, 16:58:28] +91 96528 16263: Right now the engagement is not matching
with followers.

  [02/06/2022, 16:58:49] +91 96528 16263: We are doing our best to improve it.
[02/06/2022, 18:05:49] James: Okay, but what are you doing?

  [02/06/2022, 18:06:18] +91 96528 16263: PR management and Activity management

  [02/06/2022, 18:06:22] +91 96528 16263: right now
�[02/06/2022, 18:06:33] James: Okay 

  [03/06/2022, 02:27:30] +91 96528 16263: https://g.co/kgs/3r7UDd

  [03/06/2022, 02:27:42] +91 96528 16263: Please claim it once again
[03/06/2022, 07:51:35] James: How come? What happened

  [03/06/2022, 10:12:20] +91 96528 16263: Google removed it
�[03/06/2022, 10:12:52] James: Oh that’s weird right? Why did they do that 

  [03/06/2022, 10:26:16] +91 96528 16263: Not sure.

  [03/06/2022, 10:26:27] +91 96528 16263: But successful created a panel
 [04/06/2022, 15:04:06] James:  image omitted
[04/06/2022, 15:04:16] James: Okay it’s been approved again
 [04/06/2022, 15:31:50] James:  image omitted
[07/06/2022, 11:37:37] James: Hi guys, how are we getting on with verification 
now? Do we have a updated timeframe to get this verification completed please?
[07/06/2022, 11:42:50] Nazeel: We are focusing on engagement activity that's the



only step left. 
Soon after this your account will be verified.
[07/06/2022, 11:43:23] James: Can I have a timeframe please?
[07/06/2022, 11:44:16] Nazeel: Next week probably. If engagement rate increases 
we will start verifications process tomorrow itself
[07/06/2022, 11:44:49] Nazeel: Hope everything will be completed will be done 
next week
[07/06/2022, 11:46:37] James: Okay, next week
[07/06/2022, 11:46:43] Nazeel: Yes
 [11/06/2022, 15:19:12] James:  image omitted
[11/06/2022, 15:19:22] James: Is this you guys?

  [11/06/2022, 15:24:14] +91 96528 16263: Yes
[13/06/2022, 10:20:39] James: So are we going to get the account verified this 
week?

  [13/06/2022, 11:30:00] +91 96528 16263: Yes
�[13/06/2022, 11:30:19] James: Okay great 

  [16/06/2022, 18:51:05] +91 96528 16263: Need your ID 
Driving License Or Passport or National ID

  [16/06/2022, 18:51:09] +91 96528 16263: any one of these is okay
[16/06/2022, 21:48:33] James: What for?

  [16/06/2022, 21:50:13] +91 96528 16263: For verification
[16/06/2022, 21:56:00] James: Just emailed a PDF scan of driving license to 
mnazeelayyaz@gmail.com
 [16/06/2022, 21:56:02] Nazeel: DL.pdf •  1 page  document omitted
[16/06/2022, 21:56:07] James: Yep lol
[16/06/2022, 21:56:29] Nazeel: Yess
 [16/06/2022, 22:24:12] Nazeel: scan.pdf •  1 page  document omitted

  [17/06/2022, 10:33:44] +91 96528 16263: bro ask him to take a photo and send it

  [17/06/2022, 10:33:52] +91 96528 16263: he sent the same
[17/06/2022, 10:34:04] James: ?
[17/06/2022, 10:34:14] Nazeel: This is high resolution pic

  [17/06/2022, 10:34:21] +91 96528 16263: 
https://swarajyamag.com/insta/obtaining-duplicate-driving-licence-a-thing-of-the
-past-government-plans-to-mandate-dl-linking-with-aadhaar

  [17/06/2022, 10:34:52] +91 96528 16263: Okay leave it

  [17/06/2022, 10:34:58] +91 96528 16263: Ill edit this one
[17/06/2022, 10:35:07] Nazeel: Okay Bhayya
[17/06/2022, 10:35:11] James: I can take a photo of it on my iPhone?
[17/06/2022, 10:35:24] Nazeel: Yes you can

  [17/06/2022, 10:36:04] +91 96528 16263: Sorry, I thought I am talking to Nazeel 
directly
 [17/06/2022, 10:36:45] James:  image omitted
[17/06/2022, 10:38:13] Nazeel: I think this will work.

  [17/06/2022, 10:39:02] +91 96528 16263: Let me try

  [17/06/2022, 10:39:20] +91 96528 16263: Yes looks perfect

  [17/06/2022, 10:54:19] +91 96528 16263: Please type your full name

  [17/06/2022, 10:54:38] +91 96528 16263: is it James Edward Cuthbert or Cuthbert 
James Edward?
[17/06/2022, 10:54:42] James: James Cuthbert

  [17/06/2022, 10:54:54] +91 96528 16263: Edward?
[17/06/2022, 10:54:57] James: Edward is a middle name which isn’t used
[17/06/2022, 16:05:20] James: We still on track to get the account verified this
week?

  [17/06/2022, 17:21:36] +91 96528 16263: We submitted your profile for 
verification

  [17/06/2022, 17:21:57] +91 96528 16263: They will soon reply you



�[17/06/2022, 17:22:24] James: 

  [17/06/2022, 17:28:27] +91 96528 16263: Yeah wish you good luck
[21/06/2022, 09:44:33] James: Hi guys, any thoughts on timeframe until it’s 
verified?
[21/06/2022, 10:47:47] Nazeel: Hi James, 

Hope your account will be verified next week
[21/06/2022, 10:49:11] James: Next week? You said last week when I asked last 
time???? That’s an extra 2 weeks
[21/06/2022, 10:55:33] Nazeel: We are trying hard to verify this week
[21/06/2022, 11:08:48] James: Okay, but remember I paid for this on the 11th 
April, and you said 28 days to get the profile verified, so just a reminder I’m 
bring very patient
[21/06/2022, 11:09:22] James: *being
[21/06/2022, 11:10:55] Nazeel: We have applied your profile for verification.
[21/06/2022, 11:11:08] Nazeel: This is the final stage...

  [21/06/2022, 12:07:19] +91 96528 16263: We applied for verification and I  have 
already told you.
You must have got an email from Twitter saying that your profile is under 
verification

  [21/06/2022, 12:07:58] +91 96528 16263: It’s Twitter who has to respond. We have
down our job

  [21/06/2022, 12:08:12] +91 96528 16263: Just waiting for response from Twitter
[21/06/2022, 12:08:15] James: Twitter? I haven’t had any email from Instagram

  [21/06/2022, 12:08:19] +91 96528 16263: Sorry

  [21/06/2022, 12:08:22] +91 96528 16263: Instagram
[21/06/2022, 12:08:49] James: You’re job isn’t done until it’s verified or I get
a refund as per our agreement remember.

  [21/06/2022, 12:09:55] +91 96528 16263: It’s done for now. If it doesn’t gets 
verified then we have to more press

  [21/06/2022, 12:10:13] +91 96528 16263: In better magazines like Forbes

  [21/06/2022, 12:10:44] +91 96528 16263: Let’s hope for the best
[21/06/2022, 12:10:52] James: Well just so you know, I definitely haven’t 
received any email from instagram, I don’t know it that’s an issue or not.

  [21/06/2022, 12:11:30] +91 96528 16263: But I did get a notification at the time
of application

  [21/06/2022, 12:11:59] +91 96528 16263: Kindly check your spam
[21/06/2022, 12:12:18] James: lol I have, nothing there either!

  [21/06/2022, 12:12:49] +91 96528 16263: If you have linked your gmail then 
please look into promotional tab
[21/06/2022, 12:13:28] James: I’m not sure what that means, but I don’t have a 
gmail, so I haven’t linked it

  [21/06/2022, 12:13:37] +91 96528 16263: Ok

  [21/06/2022, 12:13:58] +91 96528 16263: But don’t worry we have applied for 
verification already

  [21/06/2022, 12:14:15] +91 96528 16263: On this day
[27/06/2022, 08:14:09] James: Hi guys, another week has passed, will it be 
verified this week?
[27/06/2022, 08:35:15] Nazeel: Hi James,

Sorry to say... Your account failed to get verified.

I was about to inform you 3-4 days earlier but i didn't because i was busy with 
other projects.

Here are the major reasons why your account isnt verified:



1- As we got a mail your account 98% fake followers, followers from low range 
profiles, bot followers, etc.

2- As I said earlier your engagement is very low and I informed you we will hire
someone to increase engagement rate. Later engagement rate increased but that 
engagement rate is not enough to verify. 

3- Your portfolio is soo weak. Because of this reason your GKP was failed once 
but did effort and did GKP again. Whatever we did it was very clear in between 
you and us.

To verify your account we need strong PR, need to remove all those fake 
followers completely, and need gain more organic followers by increasing your 
engagement.

Suppose if we do PR on Forbes still your account will not be verified because of
above factors.
[27/06/2022, 08:37:45] James: Okay, so can you not get it verified?
[27/06/2022, 08:38:29] Nazeel: We can... But whenever we try remove all those 
irrelevant followers and again we are getting followers from the same source
[27/06/2022, 08:38:51] Nazeel: Last week your gained 500+ irrelevant  followers
[27/06/2022, 08:39:14] Nazeel: Account*
[27/06/2022, 08:39:51] James: I’ve stopped all services on the panel when you 
said, so no idea why that is happening. I’ll create a ticket with the panel to 
see why and ask them to stop
[27/06/2022, 08:40:27] Nazeel: Yes, please do that as soon as possible.
And let as us know.
[27/06/2022, 08:40:36] Nazeel: So we can proceed further
[27/06/2022, 08:41:01] James: I’ll do it with the panel now. So if you can get 
it verified, how much longer would that take?

  [27/06/2022, 08:41:59] +91 96528 16263: James, you need to understand that you 
are an entrepreneur and it also means you are an influencer.
You got to have good engagement rate

  [27/06/2022, 08:42:28] +91 96528 16263: The main issued we faced is the 
engagement rate and fake followers

  [27/06/2022, 08:42:59] +91 96528 16263: and being an entrepreneur, you have to 
get yourself featured on top tier media sites like entrepreneur, forbes and 
others
[27/06/2022, 08:43:08] James: You need to understand that none of this was said 

� at the start before I placed the order, so none of this is my fault ♂
[27/06/2022, 08:43:24] James: I’ve had enough, just refund.

  [27/06/2022, 08:43:29] +91 96528 16263: The main hurdle is to remove fake 
followers

  [27/06/2022, 08:46:28] +91 96528 16263: Look, I might sound harsh but thats the 
fact. Extremely sorry and excuse us. we did our best in getting you verified. We
listed you on the best influencer websites and press coverage. But we just lost 
with the followers and engagement.

  [27/06/2022, 08:46:43] +91 96528 16263: so if this hurts then I am extremely 
sorry.
[27/06/2022, 08:51:50] James: It doesn’t hurt. To be clear, I paid for this on 
the 11th April, and you said 28 days to get the profile verified. At the end of 
this week it’s July. I’ve done everything you guys asked of me, and been very, 
very patient, however it feels like in another 3 months time the account still 
won’t be verified, and there will be more excuses. If you can’t give me an exact
deadline now the account will 100% be verified, then as I said just refund my 
money.



[27/06/2022, 09:15:19] Nazeel: Yes, you paid us on Time but we are facing the 
same issues about the engagement and fake followers. These 2 things are making 
big issues here and the most important thing is we have shared you everything 
from the beginning and to here. To be honest we did very hard and even you know 
this.
[27/06/2022, 09:16:28] Nazeel: At present what am gonna say is we need to move 
top premium sites likes Forbes, Entrepreneur, and BusinessInsider.
[27/06/2022, 09:16:46] Nazeel: These top media publications will definitely 
helps you.
[27/06/2022, 09:18:28] James: With all due respect I don’t know that. So as I’ve
said, If you can’t give me an exact deadline now the account will 100% be 
verified, then as I said three times now just refund my money.
[27/06/2022, 09:19:36] Nazeel: If we do top media publications than I can say 
your account will be verified.
[27/06/2022, 09:22:07] James: Okay let me rephrase the above… Can you give me an
exact deadline now the account will 100% be verified? If you can’t then as I’ve 
now said four times, just refund my money.
[27/06/2022, 09:29:55] Nazeel: Your account will be verified if we move towards 
top premium sites and about refund, we did much hard work to verify your account
how can we refund whole amount? As we did GKP, PR, and all. You are asking 
refund like we didn't do anything, Each and everything we shared you.
[27/06/2022, 09:32:29] James: I’m not sure why you won’t answer my question I’ve
asked you three times now, if you can’t answer it, then please issue a full 
refund as per our initial agreement.
[27/06/2022, 09:36:51] Nazeel: I will say you the exact time to verify but you 
need to clean your profile remove all those fake followers and make it clean 
like no fake followers should get again.
[27/06/2022, 09:39:59] James: Come on now, I’m not doing that, that’s not my 
job. This is very disappointing, it appears we are not getting anywhere now 
unfortunately, despite me giving you so many chances just now. Please issue me a
refund in full today before 5pm UK time. It’s now 9:40am UK time.
[27/06/2022, 09:57:05] Nazeel: How can i make full refund as we did all these 
work for your profile?
[27/06/2022, 09:57:35] Nazeel: We did GKP, PR, and we worked engagement rate as 
well.
[27/06/2022, 09:58:26] Nazeel: We have done everything in front of you and now 
you are asking for refund, that too full refund?
[27/06/2022, 10:00:55] James: I’ve made my position quite clear, I paid to get 
the account verified on instagram, the other things have no value to me and I 
don’t need any of that, it was only so you could get the account verified, which
you’ve failed to do. So I will say nothing more on this matter. To be clear, 
please ensure you issue me a refund in full today before 5pm UK time. It’s now 
10:00am UK time.
[27/06/2022, 10:02:27] Nazeel: You should think without all those things how can
your account gets verified? All those things are very important to your account 
not for me. Without PR and GKP how can anyone can verify your account?
[27/06/2022, 10:04:59] James: Well you didn’t get it verified, so it’s not 
relevant. If you would of just given me a date we didn’t need to go down this 
path, but you gave me no date and started demanding I remove followers. Please 
make sure I have my full refund before 5pm UK time today. It’s now 10:04am
[27/06/2022, 16:01:40] James: A reminder it’s 4pm UK time now, please make sure 
I receive my full refund before 5pm today.
[27/06/2022, 16:46:31] Nazeel: Bro,
you need to co-operate and I don't know why you are asking for Refunds all the 
time. I said I will verify your account guaranteed  but I never said i will make
refunds please read my chats on BHW.



Bro, no one will charge $8k to verify an Entrepreneur account but I agreed only 
because of a review.
I kept everything clear in between us. we did hard to verify your account we did
GKP, PR, and removed fake followers and many things even though you are going 
against. No one will guide and explain everything but we did. Having fake 
followers and low engagement is not our fault bro. Please try to understand and 
if any of my words hurts you I sincerely apologize.
[27/06/2022, 16:47:51] Nazeel: Many people charge $2000 only for GKP, I never 
said you because I want to verify your account we have invested our money and I 
never asked you in between.
[27/06/2022, 16:49:41] James: I asked you theee times to give me a 100% date the
account will be verified, to yet again giving you more chances I was being more 
than fair with you. You were unable to give me a date. I have made my position 
more than clear, I expect a full refund by 5pm UK time, and it’s now 4:49pm UK 
time.
[27/06/2022, 16:51:27] Nazeel: I said you 3-4 times as well we need to strong PR
for your Profile like Forbes, Entrepreneur.com then only it will be easy to 
verify your account.
[27/06/2022, 16:53:38] James: We are going round in circles. I had no problem if
you needed to do that, again I only asked you 3 times for a date for guaranteed 
verification, you didn’t give me one. It’s now 4:43pm UK time, I expect my full 
refund by 5pm today
[27/06/2022, 16:55:20] Nazeel: It will take nearly a month to get your article 
on Forbes so you can expect 1 month from now.
[27/06/2022, 16:56:38] James: So you are guaranteeing the account will be 
verified by the 27th July?
[27/06/2022, 16:58:22] Nazeel: Bro give me sometime I will discuss with my 
brother.
[27/06/2022, 16:58:55] James: How much time?
[27/06/2022, 16:58:54] Nazeel: Because am not the only one here.. Till now he 
managed your profile
[27/06/2022, 16:59:06] Nazeel: Bro, don't be hurry
[27/06/2022, 16:59:18] Nazeel: Give me sometime
[27/06/2022, 16:59:46] Nazeel: As you know Forbes publications is not easy and 
till now I did good PR
[27/06/2022, 17:00:14] James: No, give me a timeframe. I’m prepared to give you 
until 1pm UK tomorrow to talk with him, and confirm an exact date with me.
[27/06/2022, 17:00:58] Nazeel: For Forbes and Entrepreneur.com we need few more 
funds.
[27/06/2022, 17:01:10] Nazeel: I need to discuss with my brother about this
[27/06/2022, 17:03:39] James: Obviously I am paying nothing extra until 
verification is completed, and I need to know the cost of any additional funds 
beforehand. I expect to hear from you by 1pm tomorrow with a solution I find 
satisfactory, otherwise I want a full refund by 5pm tomorrow.
[27/06/2022, 17:06:48] Nazeel: Okay give me sometime. But promise me one-thing 
if we do Forbes and Entrepreneur.com you need to pay as am not going to charge 
any extra for you. 
2nd how about those fake followers?
[27/06/2022, 17:09:42] James: If we agree the total extra to pay I give you my 
word I will pay after verification is completed, so that is something you do not
need to worry about. I have no idea what to do about the fake followers, so you 
guys need to deal with that. I’ll wait to hear from you before 2pm tomorrow. I 
think it’s clear I’m a very fair person, but I won’t be messed about.
[27/06/2022, 17:12:21] Nazeel: Remember if we use tool to remove fake followers 
we will loose GKP again. To get GKP it will costs $2000. As per social media 
rule we need to remove slowly. This is not my fault right? So removing fake 



followers is getting headache last time we removed fake followers and you 
profile got fake followers again.
[27/06/2022, 17:15:02] Nazeel: Please report them with whom you purchased those 
followers.
[27/06/2022, 17:15:06] James: It’s not my fault, this should of been checked. I 
have created a ticket with the panel asking it to stop
 [27/06/2022, 17:15:11] James:  image omitted
[27/06/2022, 17:15:44] Nazeel: Let us know when they give exact reason.
[28/06/2022, 13:27:23] James: It’s 1:27pm here now, I’m expecting to hear from 
you with a satisfactory solution today before 2pm UK time, as per my messages 
yesterday.
[28/06/2022, 14:34:25] James: It’s 2:33pm now guys and I’ve heard nothing, it’s 
not good enough. Please issue a full refund by 5pm tomorrow UK time.
[28/06/2022, 14:54:09] Nazeel: Hi James,
As we discussed earlier we started extra for your profile as per discussion 
yesterday. 

I was waiting for your response did you get any response from that panel? So it 
will be easy to increase the engagement rate and for organic followers as well
[28/06/2022, 15:43:11] James: No I’m waiting for a date you can Guarantee 
verification for the account. Yes I have heard back, he is saying it doesn’t 
effect it, he is also a BHW member. I’ll post a screenshot of what he said. I’m 
not interested in getting in a blame game between you and him, that is not my 
issue.
 [28/06/2022, 15:43:15] James:  image omitted
[28/06/2022, 15:45:47] James: Unless your next message is a date you can give me
for 100% guaranteed verification for the account, I am not entering into anymore
pointless dialog with you, and I will expect a full refund by 5pm UK time 
tomorrow.
[28/06/2022, 15:56:20] Nazeel: If i do more PR even in top sites like Forbes and
entrepreneur.com your account won't be verified only because of lack of 
engagement and fake followers please consider this as issue not an dialog.

Before starting the process i never am going to maintain your engagement rate 
and am going to remove fake followers and all. I said I will do PR and 
Verification. 

This is not my fault right? and again you are asking refunds? 
We spend money from our side to Remove those shity followers i never asked you 
about money for this. We worked on profile engagement even that's not our duty.
[28/06/2022, 15:57:52] James: You’ve not given me a date. Please refund in full 
by 5pm UK time tomorrow.
[28/06/2022, 15:58:28] Nazeel: How can I give you date bro? You need to stop 
those fake followers and then i can say the date
[28/06/2022, 15:59:36] Nazeel: You are not doing a single favor on us. You are 
just forcing to give refunds! To be honest no one will guide all these things.
[28/06/2022, 16:01:39] Nazeel: And one more thing never believe those smm panel 
service providers... On BHW every month 1 or 2 SMM service providers are getting
banned.
[28/06/2022, 16:02:21] Nazeel: Because they provide very cheap service. In 
general it's like Negative SEO for your profile.
[28/06/2022, 16:02:55] James: I’m not entering into anymore dialog with you, I 
have been far more patient than most probably would have been. You have been 
totally unreasonable. I don’t know or care what you mean about favours. I have 
literally given you so many chances to resolve this. You’ve not given me a date 
despite me asking a hilarious amount of times. Please refund in full by 5pm UK 



time tomorrow.
[28/06/2022, 16:03:56] Nazeel: Is that my fault is having fake followers to your
account?
[28/06/2022, 16:04:32] Nazeel: And what about engagement rate? Please don't tell
me these are my faults
[28/06/2022, 16:04:40] James: No more excuses. Please refund in full by 5pm UK 
time tomorrow.
[28/06/2022, 16:05:31] Nazeel: This is not good thing you are doing bro
[28/06/2022, 16:05:51] James: Please refund in full by 5pm UK time tomorrow.
[28/06/2022, 16:06:28] Nazeel: I never said i will make refunds if i fail. I 
said i will verify your account guaranteed
[28/06/2022, 16:06:57] James: Please refund in full by 5pm UK time tomorrow.
[28/06/2022, 16:07:16] Nazeel: Bro, think it once what can I do? Those followers
and engagement rate is effecting ur profile
[28/06/2022, 16:07:40] James: Please refund in full by 5pm UK time tomorrow.
[29/06/2022, 09:55:48] James: A reminder to refund me in full by 5pm UK time 
today. It’s now 9:55am
[29/06/2022, 16:48:10] James: Final reminder, to refund me in full by 5pm UK 
time today. It’s now 4:48pm
[29/06/2022, 16:49:01] Nazeel: We are discussing with Social media team we need 
3 days.
[29/06/2022, 16:49:34] James: No, final reminder, to refund me in full by 5pm UK
time today. It’s now 4:49pm
[29/06/2022, 16:49:58] Nazeel: What about the work we did on your profile?
[29/06/2022, 16:50:27] James: Final reminder, to refund me in full by 5pm UK 
time today. It’s now 4:50pm
[29/06/2022, 16:51:52] Nazeel: ??
[29/06/2022, 16:52:17] James: Final reminder, to refund me in full by 5pm UK 
time today. It’s now 4:52pm
[29/06/2022, 17:05:12] James: It is now gone 5pm, and you have failed to refund 
me. It is clear that our communication has now irretrievably broken down, you 
have left me with no choice to take this further. I will no longer be replying 
to any messages you send me on here.


